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Star Mariner 31-A5
MGO Fuel Stabiliser
Looking After Your
Life Boat Fuels
In addition to regular application to a
vessel’s main bunker, fuel additives
need also to be applied to fuel in
lifeboats and other emergency equipment
- and here’s why....
The prospect of emergency equipment
not functioning during an emergency
situation, is a very real and daunting
one and neglecting to consider the
ﬂuctuating quality of Diesel fuels, could
prove deadly.
The key issue about MGO stored in
lifeboat fuel tanks (and therefore rarely
used) is to retain the longevity, stability
and usability of the fuel.
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Star Mariner 31-A5 MGO Fuel Stabiliser
Looking After Your Life Boat Fuels
As per ISO 8217, DMX fuel is typically associated with emergency equipment by having a higher
cetane, lower density and better cold ﬂow properties. However, DMX is difﬁcult to source and
therefore DMA grade MGO is typically used in this application.
DMA is prone to ageing through oxidation stability , producing gums and sediments which result in
blocked ﬁlters. The cold ﬂow properties of DMA are also cause for concern, with the pour point being
within speciﬁcation and yet the fuel blocks ﬁlters at a considerably higher temperature. This is due to
fuel’s CFPP (Cold Filter Plug Point) properties being too high.
So, operators should consider:
• MGO’s stability and performance
• MGO’s cold ﬂow properties
Recommended STAR MARINER MGO additives, for the above requirements:
• STAR MARINER 31-A5 MGO FUEL STABILISER is formulated to greatly extend MGO ‘shelf life’
assuring the operator that in an emergency, the fuel will be in full operational condition.
• STAR MARINER MGO ANTIGEL is formulated to reduce CFPP and Pour Point of MGO by
>10 degrees. So, in severe winter conditions, fuel stored in exposed lifeboats has
additional protection against waxing / gelling.
As per SOLAS regulations , engines used in emergency equipment should be tested on a weekly
basis. But please remember, they are typically operated for only a few minutes and critically, the ﬁlter
blocking issues mentioned, may take a little more time to manifest. Don’t compromise safety and
ﬂeet integrity.

Your fuel quality is assured with STAR MARINER MGO additives.
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Star International, Star House, Turbine Business Park,
Turbine Road, Birkenhead, Merseyside CH41 9BA
United Kingdom
Tel: +44 (0) 1244 504500 (10 lines) Fax: +44 (0) 1244 504509
Email: enquiries@star-international.co.uk
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